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CHAPTER-V 

Some philosophical problems and their probable 

solutions 

It has already been shown that the non-realisability of the 

intention of the speaker (tatparyanupapatti) is the seed of implicative 

meaning (lak§arya). That is why, the intention of the speaker (tatparya) 

has occupied a prominent role in our daily verbal understanding. One 

could raise a question in this connection. If the non-realisability of 

intention of the speaker becomes the seed of implicative meaning, why 

the non-realisability of expectancy (akiirhk~anupapatfJ) and non

realisability of semantic incompetency (yogyatiinupapatt1) cannot be 

the seed of the same? The question can properly be discussed in the 

following manner. 

An effort will be made to evaluate critically the theories that the 

non-realisability of the intention of the speaker (tatparyanupaptt1) is the 

root of Lak§B!Jii, the supremacy of tatparya in the phenomenon of 

verbal comprehension, whether yogyatanupaptti can be taken as a the 

seed of Laksana or not etc. 

Implication or Lak~al}a is a relation to that which is conveyed by 

the potency (sakt1) of a word due to the non-comprehensibility of the 

intention of the speaker (Lak~a!Jii sakyasambandha

statparyanupapattitaf}). The Naiyayikas have pointed out the 

philosophical significance of intention (tatparya) first in the context of 

enquiring the seed of implicative meaning (lak~BIJB). To them the non-
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realisability of intention or tatparya (tatparyanupapatti) is the seed of 

lak~al}a i.e. implicative meaning. In fact, the implicative meaning of the 

term ganga as found in the sentence gangayam gho~af] is 'the bank of 

the ganga'. The primary meaning of the terms gho?afJ and ganga are 

ghosapalli and a particular flow of water (Jalapravaha-visesa) . . 
respectively. The milk-man-colony cannot remain in a particular flow of 

water and hence there is non-realisability of the relation 

(anvayanupapatt1) between them. This can be removed, if the 'bank of 

the ganga' is taken as the meaning of the term ganga through lak~BI!a. 

In the same way, the implicative meaning of the term gho~al) is also 

possible. In the former case lak~a'}a in the term ganga is accepted, but 

not in the term ghosah.ln another the reverse case is accepted. If . . 
/ak~a'}ii is accepted in either of the terms, there will not be the non

realisability in respect of relation (anvayanupapatti). Hence, it is 

admitted that the non-realisability of intention, but not of relation is the 

root of /aksana. The importance of the application of laksana lies in the . . . . 
fact of removing the non-realisability of intention (fatparyanupapatt1) of 

the speaker, '1> which is also supported by NagesaY> 

Now what is to be understood by the term tatparya? The desire 

of the speaker (vyakturiccha) is tatparya. '3> In other words, it has been 

stated that when a word or a sentence is uttered with a desire to 

convey something, it is called tatparya (tatpratitTcchaya uccaritatvam).(4
> 

When there is the utterance of a particular word with a desire to convey 

his own idea to others, this particular desire or intention is tatparya. 

The term uccaritatva is superfluous here on account of the fact that in 

the written statement of the dumb persons there is tatparya in spite of 

not having utterance of the same. (S) Moreover, there would arise the 

possibility of the non-attainment of the meaning of the Vedic texts 

uttered by an individual having no awareness of its meaning. 
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(arthajnanasiJnyenapuru~enoccaritatvadvedarthapratyayabhavaprasan 

gat). (6) Hence it is better to accept the former definition (i.e., the 

intention of the speaker is tatparya) which is also supported by the 

grammarians. 

If a speaker bears a particular intention to express that the fish 

resides in the water and utters the same sentence -gangayam gho~al}, 

the implicative meaning is to be accepted on the term gho~afJ denoting 

fish secondarily in order to bring the realisability in tatparya. If a 

speaker, on the other hand, possesses an intention to make others 

aware that the milkman-colony exits on the bank of the ganga and 

utters the same sentence, the implicative meaning has to be accepted 

in the term ganga as per the intention of a speaker as well as for the 

realisability of tatparya. As per the intention of the speaker the 

implicative meaning of the terms ganga and ghosah are to be taken as . . 
'the bank of the ganga' and 'fish' respectively. Hence, the realisability 

of tatparya but not relation is the seed of /aksana.Moreover, this point . . 
is substantiated when the implicative meaning is accepted in the 

sentence-kakebhyo dadhi rak~yatiim (i.e., protect the curd from crow 

etc) in which there is obviously tatparyanupapatti, but not 

anvayanupapatti. The statements like 'We do not smoke here', 'Thanks 

for not smoking' etc have no incompatibility in the relation 

(anvayanupapatti), but there is the incomprehensibility of the intention 

of the speaker which leads to the implicative meaning like 'Please 

donot smoke'. In order to incorporate all types of lak~alJB it is better to 

accept the non-realisability in respect of tatparya as lak~aifii but not 

otherwise. Had the incomprehensibility of relation or connection 

(anvayanupapatti) been the cause of implication, there would not have 

any implicative meaning in the sentence - 'Admit the stick' (ya~{hil] 

pravesaya). Because the phenomenon of admission is not 
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inconceivable with the stick and hence no anvayanupapatti. If the non

. realisability of intention is taken as the seed of laksana then the . -
implicative meaning is applicable to such case. As the entrance of a 

stick in the dining hall for a feast is non-realisable, 'the stick-holders are 

to be taken by the term 'stick' through implication.(?) 

Let us see whether the non-realisability of tatparya which is 

accepted as the seed of lak~al}a belongs to word alone or a group of 

words. Implication does not belong to a word alone, but a group of 

words. As in the case of the example - 'There is a milkman-colony on 

the deep river', the group of two words 'deep' and 'river' refers to the 

'bank' through implication.(B) 

It may be argued that as a group of words does not have any 

potency or import (saktt), how can it have implication, which is nothing 

but a form of relation to that which is conveyed by potency? In reply, it 

can be said that implication is the relation to that what is conveyed by 

potency related to a word. Just as the meaning of a word is conveyed 

by potency, the meaning of a sentence is also through it. Hence there 

is no inconsistency.'9) 

Let us examine whether the non-realisability of the semantic 

competency (yogyatanupapattt) may be taken as the root of implication 

or /aksana. The semantic competency (yogyat8) is the relation of the 
0 0 

meaning of a word with the meaning of another (padarthe tatra tadvatta 

yogyata parikirtitii).'10
) Such awareness is the precondition of the verbal 

comprehension. The sentence - 'sprinkling with water' Ualena siifcat1) 

gives a verbal comprehension due to having semantic competency. It 

is known to us that the instrumentality of water is connected with the 

other meaning of the word- 'sprinkling'. 
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In absence of such yogyata verbal comprehension is not at all 

possible. In the sentence - 'sprinkling with fire' (vahnina sincatt) there 

is no verbal comprehension, because fire cannot be an instrumental to 

the action of sprinkling.(1 1l 

If there is the non-realisability of the semantic competency 

(yogyatanupapattt), it may give rise to implicative meaning. Though the 

sentence - 'sprinkling with fire' (vahnina sincatt) does not provide any 

verbal comprehension due to the lack of yogyata, it can give 

metaphorical or implicative meaning due to having the non-realisability 

of the semantic competency (yogyatanupapattt). We may quote a line 

from the Meghnadvadha by Madhusudana Datta which has no 

semantic competency and for this there is a scope for implicative 

meaning. The sentence goes like this - 'fulda/ diya katilii ki vidhata 

salmoii tarubare? i.e., does God cut the silk-cotton tree called Salmaii 

with the petal of flower? In fact, the petal of flower cannot cut the hard 

tree like Salmaif and hence it lacks the semantic competency. But it 

has got a power of referring to an implicative meaning. The sentence 

implies that the cutting of the said tree through flower-pate! is an 

impossible phenomenon, which is attained through the non-realisability 

of yogyatii. In the same way, the statement - 'I am building castle in 

the air' refers to an absurd phenomenon through implication arising 

from yogyatanupapatti. 

In this · connection it should be kept in mind that 

yogyatanupapatti may lead us to attain the implicative meaning in 

some cases but not in all. Hence the non-realisability of intention of the 

speaker (tatparyanupapaitt) has been taken as a root of all including 

the place where there is the non-realisability of the semantic 

competency. 
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If the intention of the speaker is realized (tatparyanupapatfl) the 

primary meaning (sakyartha) is known immediately there. The 

necessity of exploring any implicative meaning becomes inevitable if 

there is the non-realisability of the intention (tatparyanupapatti) alone 

which may, of course, be caused by the non-realisability either of the 

semantic competency (yogyatanupapattt) or expectancy 

( akamk~anupapattt). 

Now we may see how the non-realisability of expectancy leads 

us to the attainment of implicative meaning. A word must have an 

expectation with another word if the former is not found related without 

the association of another, (yat padena vina yasyanubhavakata bhavet 

sakank~a).(1 2l The karakas cannot generate relation without the help of 

the verb and hence there is an expectancy of karakas with the verb 

(kriyapadain vina karakapadain nanvayabodham janayaiiti tena 

tasyakanksa). (13
) If it is said- 'The door please' (dvarain), it will provide 

no meaning due to the lack of expectancy with a verb. This non

realisability of expectancy gives rise to the non-realisability of intention 

(tatparyanupapatt1). For this reason the verb 'close' or 'open' is brought 

here through implication considering the context (prakaraf}a) under 

which it is spoken.(14
) 

So far as Asttyanupapatti (non-realisability of contiguity) is 

concerned, it cannot be taken as a pointer to the non-realisability of 

intention (tatparyanupapattt) separately. If there is any such anupapatti 

here, it is not different from the non-realisability of expectancy 

(akamk~anupapattt). I think what is accepted as asatti or contiguity is 

not essentially different from the expectancy (akamk~a). Asatti is 

defined as the contiguity of the words (sannidhanain tu 

padasyasattirucyate).(1
s) In other words, the contiguity of the terms in 

forms of subjunct and adjunct forming a relation is called asatti 
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(anvaya-pratiyogi-anuyogi-padayoranvyavadhanamasatll).(16l If a word 

is uttered in the morning and another word uttered in the noon, they 

cannot provide any meaning because they cannot be related to at all 

for having a long temporal gap. It is very difficult to apprehend the 

relation of both due to the non-identification of the subjunctness and 

adjunctness (pratiyogitva and anuyogitva) of the terms in a particular 

relation. When the first word is uttered in the morning, there remains an 

expectation of the second term which, though uttered in the noon, 

cannot be related to the first one as there no criterion or scope to relate 

this. How do we know that the second word is in relation to the first 

one? The speaker might have uttered many sentences by this time 

about which we are least interested. Hence, If there is any lack of 

asatti, it is nothing but the lack of akarhk?a. 

Though the Naiyayikas have accepted four means of verbal 

comprehension- expectancy (akarhk~a), semantic competency 

(yogyat8), contiguity (asaftt) and intention of the speaker (tatparya), I 

think the fourth factor i.e., the intention of the speaker (tatparya) has to 

be taken as the sole factor for the same. It is shown earlier that if there 

is the realisability of the intention (tatparya-upapaftt), there is the 

primary meaning (sakyartha). If there is the non-realisability of the 

intention (tatparya-anupapattt), the implicative meaning is to be 

resorted to. Hence the tatparya has got the prime role in understanding 

the meaning of a sentence, but not the other three. The sentence

'There is a jar in the house (gehe gha[a) is capable of generating a 

cognition of the relation of a jar (but not that of a cloth) in the house. 

Hence a sentence is said to mean the relation of a jar (but not that of 

cloth) in the house. It is the intention of the speaker. If a sentence does 

not have expectancy or semantic competency, it is understandable if 

the tatparya or intention of the speaker is realized or unrealized. In the 
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case of unrealisability the implicative meaning is to be explored as said 

earlier. In fact the non-realisability of the intention in the given sentence 

is the seed of the implicative meaning through. which the intention of 

the speaker is realized. In other words, the inconceivability of the 

intention in the primary meaning gives rise to explore the implicative 

meaning which reveals the true intention tatparya (upapatfl) of the 

speaker. (17) 

Another problem may be raised in this connection. The non

realisability of the intention of the speaker (tatparyanupapatfl) is the 

seed of implicative meaning. Can this cognition of the intention of the 

speaker (tatparyajnana) lead us to other theories like 

Pramanasamplava, · Paksata, Aharyajnana etc ? The answer is in the . ' 

positive. Let us see how an individual's intention plays a role in 

different spheres as mentioned above. 

A problem may be raised how one can think of 'knowledge 

produced through desire' (icchajanyajnana). A solution to this problem 

may be offered in the following way. Let us look towards the exact 

nature of aharyajnana. The knowledge which is produced out of one's 

own desire at the time when there is the contradictory knowledge is 

called aharyajnana. ( Virodhijnanaka!Tnecchaprayojyajnanatvam 

aharyajnanatvarh or 'Vfidhaka!Tnecchajanyam jnanam). '18
l The word 

'aharya' means 'artificial', which is found in the Bha_ttikavya where the 

ladies are described as aharyasobharahitairamayai!J(1 9
) (that is, free 

from artificial beauty). From this, it follows that the word anahiirya 

means 'natural' which is expressed by the term 'amayaih'. When we 

talk of aharya-knowledge, it has to be taken as an artificial knowledge 

on account of the fact that between two objects an object is deliberately 

thought as otherwise in spite of knowing the distinct character or real 

nature of these two objects. In these cases one's desire of thinking an 
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object as otherwise acts as an instrument (icchajanya). It is to be borne 

in mind that the Navya Naiyayikas have given much importance on 

vivak~a (that is, will to say). Let us put forth some cases where we find 

a knowledge produced through the instrumentality of desire 

(icchajanyajifana). One is allowed to say stfialfpacati (he cooks with 

clay-pot) with the nominative case-ending to the pot instead of the 

correct expression 'sthalya pacati, with the instrumental case-ending 

with the word sthali if one so desires. 

Apart from these there are a few cases where we find 

knowledge attained through the instrumentality of desire (icchajanya) 

as in the case of pak~ata. If someone bears a strong desire to infer 

(si~iidhayi~a), he can infer in spite of having siddhi. (si~adhayi~asattve' 

numitirbhavatyeva). '20
) It is permissible as the Naiyayikas believe in the 

theory of pramiit;asamplava (that is, capability of applying various 

pramaryas) to ascertain an object. According to this theory, 'fire' which 

is perceived can be inferred if someone so desires. That a cloth is 

completely different from a jar is completely known from the perception 

and hence there is not at all any necessity to infer a cloth as distinct 

from a jar. In spite of this one is found to infer : 'It (that is, a cloth) is 

endowed with the mutual absence of a jar, as it has got clothness' 

(gha{anyonyabhavavan pa{atvat). All these cases are supportable as 

an individual desires to do so and hence the role of icchajanyatva in 

the attainment of knowledge cannot be denied. But it should be clearly 

borne in mind that all icchajanya - inferences or knowledges - are not 

aharya. The icchajanya-jnana as found in the case of riJpaka and tarka 

are the instances of aharyajnana. From the above-mentioned cases it 

is proved that desire may act as the instrument of knowledge which is 

called icchfijanyajnana. 
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Another problem may be raised how the concept of aharyajnana 

can be accommodated in Nyiiya as the sentence conveying such 

cognition has no yogyata. It may seem strange to us as to why such 

artificial nature of knowledge is at all essential in the context of Nyaya. 

Though there is no direct result of the deliberation of such artificial 

knowledge due to not having semantic competency (yogyatii), it plays 

a great role in pointing out the exact nature of an object indirectly. 

The importance of accepting aharyajnana can be realized easily 

if we ponder over the importance of tarka as a philosophical method. 

Tarka is nothing but an aharyajfiana, which is evidenced from the 

definition given in the Nllakan{haprakasika on D/pika 'Aharyavyapya

vattabhramajanya aharyavyapakavattabhramastarkah'. (21 l That is, tarka 

is an imposed (aharya) erroneous cognition of the existence of a 

pervader (vyapaka) which is produced by another imposed erroneous 

cognition of the existence of a vyapya. If the knowledge in the form

There is fire in the lake' (hrado vahniman) is produced out of one's 

desire at the time where there is the awareness of the contradictory 

knowledge in the form-'there is the absence of fire in the lake' 

(hradovahnyabhavavan), it is called aharya. In this case erroneous 

cognition is deliberate which is not found in ordinary illusion. 

The main purpose of accepting aharyajnana is to ascertain the 

true nature of an object (vi~ayaparisodhaka) and to remove the doubt 

of deviation (vyabhicarasamkanivartaka). The aharyajnana existing in 

the former type-'lf it has no fire, it has no smoke' (Yadyam vahniman 

na syat tada dhtimavan na syat) ascertains the existence of fire in a 

particular locus. In the same way, the Navya Naiyayikas have accepted 

another form of tarka which is also aharya in order to eliminate one's 

doubt of deviation (vyabhicarasamka). If someone bears a doubt 

whether smoke and fire have an invariable relation or not, this doubt of 
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deviation (vyabhicarasamka) can be dispelled by demonstrating the 

aharya-knowledge in the form : 'If smoke be deviated from fire, it will 

not be caused by fire'. (dhumo yadi vahnivyabhicarr syat tarhi 

vahnijanyo na syat). From this it is indirectly proved that as smoke is 

caused by fire, it will not be deviated from fire.(22
> 

By virtue of being aharya both the parts- the ground (apiidaka) 

and consequent (apadya) are imaginary or hypothetical. If the first part 

is true, the second part would become automatically true. But it is a 

well-known fact that the second part is not true in so far as we do not 

get any smoke, which is not caused by fire. So, the doubt as to the 

deviation of fire with smoke can be removed by applying the tarka in 

the form of aharya. It, Being a kind of mental construction is useful for 

removing doubt and hence it becomes promoter to pramaQaS. This 

aharya cognition is otherwise called anistapatti or anistaprasanga, that ... . . 
is, introduction of the undersired through which the desired one is 

established. This imposition of the undersired is of two types : the 

rejection of the established fact and the acceptance of the non

established object ( Syadanistam dvividhain smrtam .. 
pramanikaparityagastathe-taraparigrahah). If there is an aharyajnana in . . 
the form-'water cannot quench thirst', there would arise an objection-'lf 

it is so, no thirsty people should drink water'. It is known from our 

experience that water is capable pf quenching thirst, which is denied 

here and hence it comes under the first type of anista. 

If it is said that water causes burning, there would arise 

objection in the form-'lf it is so, the drinking of water would cause a 

burning sensation. The burning sensation from water is not an 

established fact, which is admitted here and hence it belongs to the 

second type of anista. We often take recourse to aharyajnana even in 

our day-to-day debate. If an opponent says to a Naiyayika that self is 
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non-eternal (anitya), he may first agree with what the opponent says in 

the following manner-'O.K., initially I agree with you that self is non

eternal'. This agreement for the time being is aharya and the next step 

in the form-'lf self were non-eternal in nature, there would not have 

been the enjoyment of karma, rebirth or liberation due to the 

destruction of the self, is also aharya which indirectly points to the 

eternality of self. In the same way, various expressions like 'If I were a 

bird, I would have flown from one place to another','lf you were a 

firmament, I would have stretched my wings like a crene' (which 

reminds me of a Bengali song- Tumi akas yadi hate ami balakar mato 

pakha me/tam) can be included under aharyajnana. 

The accommodation of aharyajnana in Navya Nyaya is primarily 

to promote an indirect method through which truth is ascertained. In the 

indirect proof in symbolic logic the negation of the conclusion is 

deliberately taken which is also an aharya and from this it is shown 

that, if this is taken as conclusion, it will lead to some contradiction or 

absurdity. If the negation of P which is originally a conclusion is taken 

as a conclusion of aharya-type and proved it as contradictory or 

absurd, it will automatically follow that the original conclusion, that is, P 

(anaharya) is true. The method is also called the method of proof by 

reductio ad absurdum. (23 l 

In metaphorical expressions such aharyajnana bears a 

completely different import. Rupaka remains in the representation of 

the subject of description which is not concealed, as identified with 

another well known standard (rupakam riipitaropad vi~aye 

nirapahnave).(24l In the famous case of rilpaka-mukhacandra the 

upameya is 'face' which is identified with 'moon'. In this case, the 

distinction between these is not concealed in spite of having excessive 

similarity. Though the difference between them is not concealed yet 
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there is the ascription of the identification between two objects 

(atisamyat anapahnutabhedayofJ upamanopameyayofJ abhedaropaf)). 

In spite of knowing the distinction between upamana and upameya, 

there is the hypothetical ascription of identity deliberately which is also 

an aharya. '25
) 

From the above discussions, it is known to us that the 

accommodation of the ahharyajnana presupposes some intention of an 

individual. In the case of metaphor, aharyatva is taken recourse to in 

order to show the extreme similarities between two objects. In the 

same way, aharyajnana is accepted by the logicians to ascertain the 

real nature of an object indirectly. Hence aharyajnana can be utilized 

as an accessory to a pramaf)a (pramaQanugrahakarupefJa). Though 

semantic competency (yogyat8), the criterion of the meaningfulness of 

a sentence, is not found in the sentences conveying aharyajnana, 

meaning of such sentences is easily understood by others. Had these 

been not understood at all, the absence of yogyata cannot also be 

known. Moreover, as there is semantic incompetency, a search for 

other indirect or secondary meaning is permissible. As there is the 

absence of yogyata in the expressions like mukhacandra and 'If I were 

a bird, I would have flown', etc., a thorough search for indirect meaning 

like extreme similarity (atisamya) between face and moon, the 

absurdity of describing a man as bird, etc. have to be ascertained. It is 

to be kept in mind that the semantic competency is essential only in the 

case of direct meaning (Sakyartha) but not in implicative or suggestive 

meaning (laksyartha or vyangyartha). In fact, an implicative or . 
suggestive meaning is looked for if there is the· incompetency among 

the words (mukhyarthavadhe). Hence the semantic incompetency 

paves way to the indirect meaning as found in the expressions like 'I 

am building castles in the air', etc. Following the same line it can be 
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said that ah"aryaj;ana can communicate something to us indirectly in 

spite of not having the said competency. 

'""" Can we speak of aharyajnana existing in the pure music or 

ragas, pure dance or abstract paintings that are new worlds created 

through imagination? In response to this, the following suggestion can 

be made. Though aharyajnana is a product of imagination, all 

imagination cannot be taken as aharyafi1ana. The imaginary ideas as 

found in the fanciful stories or fairy tales, etc., are not aharya. Some 

imagination is created out of one's own will (icchaprayojya) at the time 

when one is conscious of the contradictory knowledge 
""V" -

(virodhijnanakalina). In spite of being conscious of the fact that fire 

cannot stay in the lake, we imagine that the lake has fire out of our 

strong will. It is a case of aharya as already mentioned. In the case of 

pure music, dance and abstract paintings, we are not aware of the 
......... 

contradictory knowledge (virodhijnana) through which the imaginary 

states are sublated (vadhita). Though these are the cases of 

imagination having the characteristic of icchaprayojyatva, or 
""'" icchajanyatva, they are not aharyajnana due to the lack of the other 

characteristic, that is, virodhijnanakallnatva or vadhakaimatva. In the 
....,._.. 

case of affaryajnana both the characteristics should be taken as 

adjuncts of imaginations. An imaginary cognition associated with 
~ -

icchaprayojyatva or icchajanyatva and virodhijnanakalinatva is called 

aharya. Due to the absence of the second characteristic the charge of 

avyapti of the definition of aharyafi1ana to the pure music, etc., does 

not stand on logic. 

Tb my understanding the whole philosophy of language is centred 

around the concept of intention. It is intention of the speaker while 

determines the meaning-primary and secondary. It has already been 

said that one can go in search of secondary meaning in the form of 
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....... 
Lak~arfa or vyanjana if there is some sort of incompatibilities in the 

primary one which is in terms of intention of the speaker 

(tatparyanupapattJ) considering the importance of the intention of 

speaker the Grammarians have admitted tatparya as the main criterion 

of meaning. Depending on the intention of the speaker one can 

determine the meaning and hence there is no necessity of admitting 

Laksana or vyafi}ana as a separate category. If intention of the is given . . 
prominence, other meaning follows automatically. If the purpose is 

served with the help of intention of the speaker, what is the utility of 

admitting Laksana, Vyaii}ana, vakrokti etc. Moreover, the incompatibility . . 
of yogyata or akal1k~a is nothing other than the inconceivability of 

tatparya (tatparyanupapattJ). On account of this, intention of the speaker 

(tatparya) is the pillar on which the whole philosophy of language stands. 

Apart from the above it is essential to search for an intention of 

the speaker while a meaning is assigned to a particular technical term. 

For example 'gu!]a' is a technical term. It denotes constituents like 

sattva, raja and tama so far as the Samkhya philosophy is concerned. In 

the same way the Vaise;~ikas have used the same in the sense of 

qualities colour (rupa) etc. In grammar also the term is used in a 

completely different sense. For this reason the meaning is not fixed to a 

particular term. We have to assume the meaning of the same depending 

on the intention of the speaker. That is why, the terms like vivak9a, 

tatparya etc. receive much attention of the scholars in the field of ldian 

philosophy. 
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